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The course that gives you the confidence to teach English effectively. English for Non-Specialists - English Department FP TUL ERIC - English Teaching for Non-Specialists, 1969


Course Objectives. To equip delegates with an understanding of the changes in English teaching and assessment. To provide delegates with strategies for teaching English to some current basic learners. Teaching English as a Non-Specialist. Thursday 9th July 2015 - The Thistle Hotel, UK.

71% of learners reported English as their first language. The second language teaching provided by English Language and Business Studies specialists. How non-specialist students of English practice informal learning, English for non-specialists courses are derived from a general syllabus available online.

A specialist university degree does not necessarily make an excellent teacher. I happen to know a first-class English teacher whose degree is in English Language. Teachers who do not have backgrounds in language teach English. Teachers of English for the non-specialist - Lancashire County Council.

Attitudes of non-specialist teachers of Language are studied by non-specialists. The mistakes were abundant and teachers were being encouraged, carried out in various types of teaching techniques which tend not to be effective. Mathematics/Physics Non-Specialist Programmes. This book was written with the intention of helping non-specialist teachers of English in the middle school range. Part One: The Teacher's Resources contains a guide to teaching English as a Non-Specialist.

Teaching English as a Non-Specialist - SkyRocket. The course that gives you the confidence to teach English effectively. English for Non-Specialists - English Department FP TUL ERIC - English Teaching for Non-Specialists, 1969.